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With the increasing of contemporary social pressure and the popularization 
of information transmission, suicide is no longer the traditional behavior of 
ending one's own life, “dated suicide” appears in the social life more and more 
frequently. But in our country, the lack of systematic theoretical research and 
clear legal provisions leads to a series of problems. There is no consensus on 
theory, and in juridical practice, sentencing is not only different but also partial 
severe. So in this article, based on the present situation of legislation in our 
country and the summarize of “dated suicide”, the writer tries to define the 
concept and clear up its specific situation. Then, combined with the existing 
criminal law theory in our country, this paper will make a analysis of “dated 
suicide” from the conviction and sentencing, with the hope to be useful for 
theoretical research and juridical practice. 
In addition to the preface and conclusion, this article consists of three 
chapters: 
The first chapter tries to clear the concept and qualification of “dated 
suicide” by enumerating several influential theories, make certain the specific 
situation of “dated suicide”, and then lay the foundation for giving criminal 
sanctions.At the same time, this part will highlight the particularity of “dated 
suicide” by comparing it with the confusing action. 
The second chapter focuses on the intervention of criminal law in “dated 
suicide”, how far it can work and what's its reasonable basis. This part will take 
action and omission as the breakthrough points: the former starts the study from 
the right of life, it just tries to make sure that if one in “dated suicide” directly 
kills the other side, his or her behavior will be included in the category of 
criminal law; The latter tries to clear the exist and qualification of negative 
crime in “dated suicide”, by combing the theory on the obligation source of 
negative crime. And on this basis the writer tries to limit the crime constitution 
of omission and the scope it works in “dated suicide”.  
The third chapter analyzes that considering sentencing for “dated suicide” 














realization of penalty's function and goal as well as the criminal policy, in view 
of the above two aspects, the writer claims that the offender shall be given a 
lighter punishment, and the judge should not give up the possibility of a 
mitigated punishment. 
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侦察。6 月初，田某被刑拘，2003 年 1 月，重庆市第二检察分院以故意杀
人罪向重庆市第二中级人民法院移送起诉。2003 年 5 月，重庆市第二中级
人民法院刑二庭开庭审理此案后，判决如下：以故意杀人罪判处田某有期
徒刑 13 年，剥夺政治权利 3 年，并赔偿原告抚养费 7200 元和丧葬费 1500
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